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The Sixth International Workshop on Software Specification and Design 
(61WSSD) was held in Como, October 25-26, 1991. As in the past, there was a 
deliberate attempt to place the issues of specification and design within the general 
context of software engineering by maintaining a complementary link to a major 
software engineering conference. In 1991, this broader context was provided by the 
Third European Software Engineering Conference, held in Milan, October 21-24, 
1991. 
Participation in the workshop was limited to a select number of researchers, 
chosen on the basis of a submitted paper or position statement. The total number 
of submissions was 111. Out of these, it was decided to include in the workshop’s 
Proceedings 22 regular papers and 10 position papers which were judged to meet 
the high technical standards adopted by the 61WSSD Program Committee. The 
papers published in the Proceedings reported on timely and novel results that became 
the starting point for many stimulating discussions. Some clear trends in research 
in software specification and design were also evident: a growing interest in formal 
methods and their application to new and challenging aspects of concurrent and 
distributed systems, real-time systems, software development processes, and struc- 
turally complex problems in general. 
The Proceedings, however, contain only background material. The workshop, in 
fact, was not organized around formal paper presentations, but rather around focused 
discussions within working groups. This required participants to take an active role 
in raising problems, discussing possible solutions, identifying open issues, evaluating 
competing approaches, etc. On the basis of accepted submissions, five sessions and 
associated working groups were identified by the Program Committee: requirements, 
concurrency and distribution, real-time systems, formal methods, and design 
methods and process models. 
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This special issue includes five papers which originally appeared in the 61WSSD 
Proceedings. All of them have been revised to a significant degree in response to a 
dedicated and demanding group of anonymous reviewers. As a whole, these papers 
cover a broad set of topics: requirements acquisition, real-time systems, formal 
methods, and software processes. While the papers were considered for this issue 
solely on the basis of their technical contributions, the final selection shares a single 
common thread: the notion that future successes in the field of software specifications 
and design rest with our ability to make formal techniques bear fruit on real problems. 
This notion fits particularly well with the general theme of this journal. 
